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Abstract. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are related to
many phenomena (e.g. flares, solar energetic particles, ge-
omagnetic storms), thus compiling of event catalogs is im-
portant for a global understanding these phenomena. CMEs
have been identified manually for a long time, but in the
SOHO era, automatic identification methods are being devel-
oped. In order to clarify the advantage and disadvantage of
the manual and automatic CME catalogs, we examined the
distributions of CME properties listed in the CDAW (man-
ual) and CACTus (automatic) catalogs. Both catalogs have a
good agreement on the wide CMEs (width>120◦) in their
properties, while there is a significant discrepancy on the
narrow CMEs (width≤30◦): CACTus has a larger number
of narrow CMEs than CDAW. We carried out an event-by-
event examination of a sample of events and found that the
CDAW catalog have missed many narrow CMEs during the
solar maximum. Another significant discrepancy was found
on the fast CMEs (speed>1000 km/s): the majority of the
fast CDAW CMEs are wide and originate from low latitudes,
while the fast CACTus CMEs are narrow and originate from
all latitudes. Event-by-event examination of a sample of
events suggests that CACTus has a problem on the detection
of the fast CMEs.

Keywords. Solar physics, astrophysics,and astronomy
(Flares and mass ejections)

1 Introduction

Since the discovery of the coronal mass ejection (CME) phe-
nomenon in 1971 (Tousey, 1973), CMEs have been observed
by several space-borne instruments, i.e. the seventh Orbiting
Solar Observatory (OSO-7) coronagraph, the Apollo Tele-
scope Mount (ATM) coronagraph on board Skylab, the Sol-
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wind coronagraph on board the P78-1 satellite, the Coro-
nagraph/Polarimeter (CP) on board Solar Maximum Mis-
sion (SMM), the Large Angle and Spectrometric Corona-
graph (LASCO) on board the Solar and Heliospheric Ob-
servatory (SOHO), and Sun Earth Connection Coronal and
Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) on board Solar TErres-
trial RElations Observatory (STEREO). The ground-based
instruments, e.g. the Mauna Loa K-Coronameter, have also
observed CMEs. For more than three decades, the identifica-
tion of the CMEs has been carried out by human eyes and the
event catalogs have been compiled manually (e.g. Howard et
al., 1985; St. Cyr and Burkepile, 1990; Burkepile and St. Cyr,
1993; Yashiro et al., 2004; Gopalswamy et al., 2008).

LASCO operators have checked observed images daily to
watch the instrument status and to broadcast alerts of halo
CMEs for space weather purposes. They have also been
compiling preliminary CME lists, which are available at the
LASCO homepage (http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/). St. Cyr
et al. (2000) carried out the basic measurements, e.g. CME
speed and angular width, and described the basic properties
of the LASCO CMEs covering the first three years of the
LASCO operation. Based on the preliminary lists, we have
been measuring basic CME properties (onset time, speed, an-
gular width, and so on), and making them available the In-
ternet at the CDAW Data Center (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/
CME list/). In addition to the measurements (in digital for-
mat as well as plots), the catalog also contains various types
of movies made from the coronagraph, so users can directly
check the reality of the CMEs and the listed measurements.
In the paper we refer to this catalog as the CDAW catalog.
Detailed description of the CDAW catalog can be found in
Yashiro et al. (2004) and Gopalswamy et al. (2008).

Thanks to the extended operation of the SOHO mission
and the high capability of the LASCO coronagraph, more
than eleven thousand CMEs have been recorded from Jan-
uary 1996 to December 2006. In addition to the manual
detection and measurement of CMEs, there have also been
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several attempts to automatically catalog CMEs from the
LASCO data. One such program is the “Computer Aided
CME Tracking”, or CACTus (Berghmans, 2002; Berghmans
et al. 2002). Robbrecht and Berghmans (2004) and Rob-
brecht et al. (2006) improved CACTus and a catalog of
CMEs identified by CACTus is available on line athttp:
//www.sidc.be/cactus/. Boursier et al. (2005, 2006) have de-
veloped another method known as the “Automatic Recogni-
tion of Transient Events and Marseille Inventory from Syn-
optic maps” (ARTEMIS) to identify CMEs from synop-
tic maps. A catalog of CMEs identified from ARTEMIS
will be soon available athttp://lascor.oamp.fr/lasco/. Qu et
al. (2006) presented a method to detect, characterize and
classify the CMEs, and have published their results athttp:
//filament.njit.edu/detection/vso.html. Another method is the
“Solar Eruptive Event Detection System” (SEEDS) devel-
oped by Olmedo et al. (2008). Their website is athttp:
//spaceweather.gmu.edu/seeds/.

The manual CME identifications depend on observers.
Even for the same observer, the identification ability is not
constant. Thus manual catalogs are “subjective”. Gener-
ally speaking, all automatic methods identify more CMEs
than manual detection. However there is no one-to-one cor-
respondence among automated catalogs. In this context, the
automated catalogs are also somewhat subjective because the
CME identifications depend on the computer programs. One
advantage of the automated methods is that everyone can ob-
tain the same results using the same procedure (in this sense
the automated methods are objective). This advantage is
valid only when an automated method can identify CMEs
and compile the CME characteristics properly. However, the
validation is important for both manual and automatic meth-
ods. The CDAW catalog (manual) has been extensively used
by the scientific community and the CACTus catalog (auto-
matic) has also been well developed. In this paper we com-
pare these two catalogs to clarify their advantages and disad-
vantages.

2 CME identifications and properties

CMEs are eruptions of plasma from the Sun at speeds from
10–3500 km/s (Gopalswamy, 2004; Yashiro et al., 2004).
Observationally the CME phenomenon is defined as a new,
discrete, bright white-light feature appearing in the corona on
time scales of minutes to hours and moving outward (Hund-
hausen, 1993; St. Cyr et al., 2000; Yashiro et al., 2004). This
has been used for a long time, but some difficult cases arise
when we identify CMEs using this definition. One such case
is to decide whether an erupting feature preceded by a large
CME is a distinct event, or a part of the preceding CME. For
the CDAW catalog, we have listed a feature as a CME only
if the feature has clear signatures such as the CME three-part
structure (Illing and Hundhausen, 1985); the feature erupts
faster than the preceding CME; the feature and the preced-

ing CME are associated with the different X-ray flares. If the
feature does not have any of these signatures, we do not list
it in the CDAW catalog though it might be a separate CME.

As of August 2007 the CDAW catalog has monthly event
lists from January 1996 to December 2006 while the CACTus
catalog has from April 1997 to March 2007. Therefore, we
compare the CMEs in the overlapping period (April 1997–
December 2006). Approximately one-fourth of the events in
the CACTus catalog are labeled by “marginal case” for the
events whose signal is near the noise level (seehttp://sidc.
oma.be/cactus/scan/). We eliminated these events from our
analysis. In the study period, the CDAW Catalog has 11 394
CMEs and the CACTus catalog has 17 341 CMEs (excluding
the marginal cases).

Figure 1a shows a CME listed in the CDAW (red) and
CACTus (blue) catalogs. The side edges were computed
from the central position angle (CPA) and angular width.
For the CDAW CME, the outer arc indicates the height of
the leading edge obtained from height-time digital data. As
the CACTus catalog does not have the CME height data, we
estimated the heights from the CME onset (t0 in CACTus)
and speed (v in CACTus). The CME height when it first
appears in the LASCO C2 field of view was assumed to be
2.5 solar radii. This is a rough approximation, thus the blue
arc for a CACTus CME might sometimes lie above the CME
leading edge (see Fig. 1b). We created monthly movies in
quick-time format, which are available at CDAW website
(http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/publications/soho20movie/).

CACTus detects more CMEs than CDAW lists during the
same interval, meaning that either CDAW missed some true
CMEs, CACTus has false CME detections, or both catalogs
have errors. The former case is shown in Fig. 1b: a CME
listed in the CACTus catalog but not in the CDAW catalog.
This is due to human error, which usually can happen for mi-
nor CMEs. The latter cases are shown in Fig. 1c–e. In this
paper we refer to a CACTus event as a false event when it is
not recognized as a CME after careful inspection by human
eyes. CACTus detects streamer deflections pushed by a large
CME as separate events (Fig. 1c). However, streamer deflec-
tions are not a “mass ejection” as no mass is ejected from the
Sun, thus we refer to the event as a false CME. CACTus oc-
casionally detects internal parts of a CME as separate events.
For example, CACTus detected the halo event in Fig. 1d as a
halo CME at 19:54 UT, and then detected 6 following events
during 21:54 UT–23:06 UT. We think CACTus detected the
motion of the internal structures of the halo. These are not
separate CMEs hence are labeled as false. For some CACTus
CMEs we could not recognize any features moving outward
even after we watched the LASCO movies carefully. CAC-
Tus might have detected background solar wind flows. Some
of them are doubtful in their reality because many events are
detected during a short period (Fig. 1e). CACTus occasion-
ally detects gusty flows in the aftermath of a preceding large
CME (Fig. 1f). These could be a part of the preceding CMEs
or separate CMEs. In this case we can not determine whether
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1. CMEs in the CDAW (red) and CACTus (blue) catalogs.(a) A CME in both catalogs. The listed properties for the CME are
almost the same in the two catalogs.(b) A CME listed in CACTus but not in CDAW.(c–e)False CACTus CMEs.(f) Gusty flows in the
aftermath of a large CME. This is a possibly true CACTus CMEs. The monthly movies for sampled period are available at CDAW website
(http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/publications/soho20movie/).

the event is true or false, thus we refer to them as possibly
true CMEs.

Basic properties of CMEs are listed in both catalogs, but
some parameters are not. For example, the CDAW catalog
lists acceleration for each CME but CACTus does not. In
the CACTus catalog, each CME has multiple speeds for each
position angle within the CME span.

Speed is one of the most important parameters character-
izing the CME. For the CDAW CMEs, we used linear speeds
obtained by fitting a straight line to the height-time measure-
ments. The CME height is the distance from the Sun center to
the leading edge (LE) of the CME, thus speeds in the CDAW
catalog represent motion of the CME LE at its fastest section.
On the other hand, CACTus detects a CME as the bright line
in height-time slice images obtained using the Hough trans-
form technique, thus the CACTus speeds represent motion
of the brightest structure of CMEs. Therefore, for the same
CME, the CACTus speed is usually lower than the CDAW
derived speed and this trend was confirmed by Robbrecht and
Berghmans (2004). CACTus measures speeds at different
position angles within the CME span since the height-time
slice images are composed along multiple position angles.
The CACTus catalog lists the minimum, maximum, and me-
dian speeds. On the basis of the idea that similar parameters
should be used for the comparison, we should select the max-
imum speed in CACTus since height-time measurements in
CDAW are made at the PA where the CME’s leading edge
moves the fastest. However, we used the median speeds for
this analysis because CACTus uses them as the representa-
tive speed of CMEs.

3 Speed and width

Before describing our results we should emphasize here that
the distributions shown in the paper are the distributions
of “apparent” CME parameters because measurements are
made in the sky plane. We did not correct for projection ef-
fects. In addition, due to the nature of CME observations,
not all weak CMEs are detectable by LASCO (Yashiro et al.,
2005). The observed parameters are biased. These projec-
tion effects and biases equally affect both catalogs, hence are
not important for the comparison, but the true distributions
would be different.

Figure 2 shows distributions of speed (V ), angular width
(W), and the productW×V 2 of CMEs listed in both cata-
logs. We useW×V 2 as a proxy to the kinetic energy since
the width is proportional to the CME mass (Gopalswamy,
2006b). Red and blue lines correspond to the distributions
of CDAW and CACTus CMEs, respectively. The same color
code is used in all other figures. The distributions in the top
row are shown in the log-log plots, but the numbers of events
are counted by equal intervals on a linear scale. Therefore
a straight line in the plots suggests a power-law distribution.
In the bottom row, the logarithms of the parameters are used
to count the numbers of events, i.e. bin sizes are equal on
a log scale. The plots are used to investigate whether a pa-
rameter obeys the log-normal distribution. For example, the
speed distribution of CDAW CMEs (the red line in Fig. 2b) is
Gaussian, indicating that the CDAW CME speed distribution
is log-normal (Aoki et al., 2003; Yurchyshyn et al., 2005).
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Fig. 2. Distributions of Speed (V ; left), width (W ; center), andW×V 2 (right) of CDAW (red) and CACTus (blue) CMEs. The parameter
W×V 2 is used as a proxy of the kinetic energy. The number of events in each bin is counted by equal intervals on a linear scale (top) and on
a log scale (bottom), which is usually used to investigate the power-law and log-normal distributions, respectively.

The speed distributions of CDAW and CACTus CMEs are
shown in Fig. 2a and b. Both the distributions are peaked
around 300 km/s, but the shapes are different. Although the
speed distribution of CDAW CMEs obeys the log-normal
distribution, that of CACTus CMEs does not. The differ-
ence might arise because the two catalogs list speeds corre-
sponding to different parts of the CMEs. The CDAW catalog
has more slow CMEs (V <100 km/s) and the CACTus cata-
log has more fast CMEs (V >1000 km/s). The lack of slow
CMEs in CACTus is due to a technical restriction: CAC-
Tus rejects any moving features appearing continuously in
more than 250 LASCO images. This corresponds to CMEs
with speed less than 100 km/s during the normal LASCO ca-
dence (three C2 and two C3 images per hour). Therefore
slow CMEs (V <100 km/s) are only occasionally detected
when LASCO images have poor cadence or has data gaps
(Robbrecht and Berghmans, 2004). CACTus has 2655 fast
CMEs occurring from April 1997 to December 2006 while
CDAW has only 494 fast ones during the same period. The
extreme excess of fast CMEs in CACTus is unexpected be-
cause (1) for a given CME the CACTus speed is expected
to be lower than the CDAW speed, and (2) fast CMEs are
easy to identify by human eyes hence are not missed in the
CDAW catalog. This difference is very important for space
weather applications because fast CMEs drive shocks, which
accelerate particles. In order to see the difference in detail,
we have shown the speed distributions of narrow (W≤30◦;
left) and wide (W>120◦; right) CMEs in Fig. 3. In the same
way as Fig. 2, the numbers in each bin are counted by equal

intervals on a linear scale (top) and on a log scale (bottom).
In Fig. 3c and d, we see that the speed distributions of the
wide CMEs listed in CDAW and CACTus are almost identi-
cal except for the slower CMEs: CDAW has more slow and
wide CMEs. Two major differences between the catalogs
are in the number of the narrow CMEs in two speed ranges,
200–500 km/s and>1000 km/s: CACTus has 3218 and 1755
additional CMEs, respectively.

The width distributions are shown in Fig. 2c and d. Both
the distributions are almost the same except for the number
of narrower CMEs. The difference is prominent in the bins
below 30 degrees. CDAW has 3982 narrow CMEs while
CACTus has more than twice that number (10 796). Except
for the amplitude of the increase, this is expected because
human eyes are likely to miss weak CMEs. Thanks to the
increase of narrow CMEs, the width distribution of CAC-
Tus CMEs obeys a power-law distribution. Figure 4 shows
the angular width distributions of slow (V ≤300 km/s; left)
and fast (V >1000 km/s; right) CMEs. For the slow CMEs,
CDAW has more wide CMEs while CACTus has more nar-
row CMEs. The difference is more prominent for the fast
CMEs shown in Fig. 4d. The majority of fast CMEs in the
CDAW catalog are halo CMEs, while those in CACTus are
narrow CMEs.

Figure 2e and f shows the distributions ofW×V 2, as
a proxy to the CME kinetic energy. Interestingly, both
distributions are very similar and obey a power-law even
though there are significant differences in the speed and
width distributions. We obtained a power-law indexα=1.69
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Fig. 3. Speed Distributions of narrow (W<30; left) and wide
(W>120) CMEs. In the same way as Fig. 1, the number of events
in each bin is counted by equal intervals on a linear scale (top) and
on a log scale (bottom).

Table 1. Narrow CACTus CMEsa.

Speed Range Number True Non-Narrow Possible False
in km/s

0–300 2935 38% 12% 20% 30%
300–500 3399 53% 7% 9% 31%
500–1000 2636 59% 3% 5% 33%
>1000 1826 27%b 6% 13% 54%
ALL 10796 46% 7% 12% 35%

a The percentages were estimated from 100 sample events in each
speed range.
b The success rate would decrease to 3% if non-fast CMEs were
excluded.

for the CDAW andα=1.71 for the CACTus distributions.
Yashiro et al. (2006) found that the frequency distributions
of flares with and without CMEs as a function of the flare
fluence (total X-ray flux) were power laws with different
indices: α=1.79±0.05 for the CME-associated flares and
α=2.47±0.11 for the CME-less flares. The former is some-
what similar to the power-law index of theW×V 2 distribu-
tion. However, as we described in the beginning of this sec-
tion, many weak CMEs originating away from the limb are
not observed. Therefore, the trueW×V 2 distribution might
be steeper than observed.
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Fig. 4. Angular width distributions of slow (V <300 km/s; left)
and fast (V >1000 km/s; right) CMEs. Red and Blue lines are for
CDAW and CACTus events, respectively. In panel d, the numbers
of CDAW events are multiplied by 3 for clarity.

3.1 Event-by-event examination of a sample of events

We found a significant discrepancy in the number of narrow
CMEs, so we carried out an event-by-event examination of a
sample of events to find the reasons. In order to check dif-
ferences between fast and slow ones, we divided the events
into four speed ranges: 0–300 km/s, 301–500 km/s, 501–
1000 km/s, and>1000 km/s. From the 2935 narrow CACTus
CMEs in the speed range 0–300 km/s, we picked every 29th
event (in occurrence time order), and obtained 100 samples.
In the same manner we picked 300 samples from other three
speed ranges. Out of the 10 796 narrow CMEs listed in the
CACTus catalog, 400 samples were visually examined and
classified into four groups: (1) true CMEs, (2) non-narrow
true CMEs, (3) possible CMEs, and (4) false CMEs. The
“non-narrow CMEs” are those whose detection as CMEs is
no problem but their measured width is lower than half the
width of the corresponding CDAW CMEs. The “possible
CMEs” are CACTus events whose reality as CMEs is diffi-
cult to determine.

The results of the visual examination are summarized in
Table 1. In the high speed range (>1000 km/s), 54 out of
100 sample CMEs were found to be false. We found several
internal parts of a single fast and wide CME were falsely de-
tected as many narrow events (see Fig. 1d). We confirmed
27 CACTus events were true and their width measurement
had no problem. However we found 24 out of them had a
problem on the speed detection: Their CACTus speed was
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Fig. 5. Central position angle distributions of(a) all non-halo CMEs,(b) fast non-halo CMEs,(c) narrow CMEs, and(d) fast and narrow
CMEs, which are listed in CACTus (blue bars) and CDAW (red lines) catalogs. The numbers of fast CDAW CMEs (panelsg andh) are
multiplied by 5. The anomaly peaks in CACTus are shown in 120◦ bin, which correspond to the coronagraph pylon of LASCO.

higher than 1.5 times of CDAW derived speed. The remain-
ing 3 were truly fast and narrow CMEs. Therefore, we can
estimate that only 55 out of the 1826 fast and narrow CAC-
Tus CMEs are real. The number of fast and narrow CMEs in
CDAW is close to 70. Therefore, the speed distributions of
the fast CACTus CMEs shown in Fig. 4c and d are incorrect.
There is no evidence contradicting the result that the majority
of the fast CMEs are wide.

The fractions of true, non-narrow, possible, and false
CMEs for all narrow CACTus events in the last row are the
weighted average of the fractions in the four speed ranges.
We estimated 776 (or 7%) narrow CACTus CMEs are not
narrow in CDAW and 3779 (or 35%) narrow CACTus CMEs
are false. These are not negligible numbers and hence heav-
ily influence the shape of the width distribution for CACTus
CMEs. We estimated that 4966 (or 46%) of narrow CACTus
CMEs are true, and 1295 (or 12%) are possibly true, indicat-
ing that there are 1000–2300 CMEs more than in the CDAW

catalog (3982). Therefore, a significant number of narrow
CMEs are not listed in the CDAW catalog.

4 Location

The location of a CME is represented by the central posi-
tion angle (CPA), which is defined as the mid-angle of the
two side edges of the CME in the sky plane. Position angle
(PA) is measured counterclockwise from Solar North in de-
grees. The PAs 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦, and 360◦ correspond to
the north pole, eastern equator, south pole, western equator,
and north pole, respectively. Figure 5 shows the CPA dis-
tributions of CDAW CMEs (red lines) and CACTus CMEs
(blue bars). The partial and full halos (W>120◦) are ex-
cluded from this analysis. For these CMEs it is likely that
CPAs are highly projected, thus the CPAs do not indicate the
CME location properly.
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The CPA distributions of the non-halo CMEs are shown
in Fig. 5a. The CACTus CMEs show an anomalous peak in
the 120◦ bin, which corresponds to the coronagraph pylon
of LASCO. It is mentioned in the CACTus homepage that
there are “noisy events” around the pylon due to both a lower
signal and smaller signal-to-noise ratio. Except for this, both
the distributions have two peaks in the equatorial region (cor-
responding to 90◦ and 270◦ CPAs), and their amplitudes
are nearly the same. The differences between CDAW and
CACTus CMEs arise in the number of CMEs at mid- and
high-latitudes. We divided the events into two groups, nar-
row CMEs (W≤30◦; Fig. 5b) and intermediate-width CMEs
(30◦<W≤120◦; Fig. 5c). The anomalous peak at 120◦ is
prominent in Fig. 5b, but not seen in Fig. 5c, suggesting that
the false CACTus CMEs corresponding to the coronagraph
pylon region are narrow.

Figure 5d–f shows the CPA distributions of the slow CMEs
(V ≤300 km/s) in the CDAW and CACTus catalogs. All the
distributions have two peaks near the equator, but the CAC-
Tus CMEs are widely distributed to high latitudes compared
to the CDAW CMEs. From Fig. 5f we see that CDAW
has more slow and intermediate-width CMEs (V ≤300 km/s;
30◦<W≤120◦).

The CPA distributions of fast CMEs (V >1000 km/s) in the
CDAW and CACTus catalogs are shown in Fig. 5g. In or-
der to see their differences clearly, the number of the CDAW
events are multiplied by an appropriate factor, which is de-
noted in each panel. The anomalous peak at 120◦ is promi-
nent, suggesting that the false CACTus CMEs correspond-
ing to the coronagraph pylon are fast. The distribution of
CDAW CMEs has two peaks at the eastern and western parts
of the equator while the CACTus distribution is relatively
flat. The CPA distributions of the fast and narrow CMEs
(V >1000 km/s;W≤30◦) and fast and regular width CMEs
(V >1000 km/s; 30◦<W≤120◦) are shown in Fig. 5h and i,
respectively. Again, the CDAW CMEs are mainly distributed
around the equator, but the number of events is very small
compared to that of the CACTus CMEs. The fast CMEs
in CACTus are distributed at all latitudes and there is no
preferable position. This difference is important for the ori-
gin of the fast CMEs. The CDAW result suggests that the
fast CMEs mainly originate from low latitudes, i.e. from the
active region belts, while the CACTus result suggests that
a significant number of fast CMEs also originate from high
latitudes.

4.1 Event-by-event examination of a sample of events

In the location distribution of fast CMEs there is a signif-
icant discrepancy between the two catalogs: fast CDAW
CMEs mainly originate from low latitudes while fast CAC-
Tus CMEs originate from all latitudes. We carried out an
event-by-event visual examination of the fast CACTus CMEs
originating from low (0–30), middle (31–60), and high (61–
90) latitudes. We excluded the CACTus events in the 120-

Table 2. Fast CACTus CMEsa.

Apparent Number True Non-Fast Possible False
Latitude

0–30 714 6% 36% 14% 44%
31–60 697 10% 24% 14% 52%
61–90 672 1% 19% 11% 69%
ALL 2083 6% 26% 13% 55%

a The percentages were estimated from 100 sample events in each
latitude range.

degree bin from the examination because their reality as
CMEs is already doubtful. Again 100 events are sampled
from each range. After checking the LASCO movies, we
classified the 300 fast CACTus events into four groups: (1)
true CMEs, (2) non-fast true CMEs, (3) possible CMEs, and
(4) false CMEs. The second group “non-fast true CMEs” is
for a CACTus event whose detection as a CME is no prob-
lem but the measured speed is higher than 1.5 times of the
CDAW derived speed.

The results of the visual examination are shown in Table 2.
We find that 6% of the fast CACTus CMEs are real CMEs,
and 26% are non-fast real CMEs, and 13% are non-fast possi-
ble CMEs. We identified the remaining 55% are false detec-
tion by CACTus. The detection is worse for the high-latitude
fast events: 1% are real and 69% are false. The CACTus
catalog has a large number of high-latitude fast CMEs be-
cause of problems either in the speed measurements or in the
identification of fast CMEs.

5 Solar cycle variation

The occurrence rates of the CMEs listed in the CDAW and
CACTus catalogs are shown in Fig. 6. Again, the red and
blue lines correspond to the CDAW and CACTus catalogs,
respectively. For reference, the monthly smoothed sunspot
number compiled by the Solar Influences Data analysis Cen-
ter (SIDC; http://sidc.oma.be), Belgium is plotted (black).
The occurrence rate was determined by dividing the num-
ber of CMEs in each Carrington rotation by total observa-
tion time in days. The obtained rate was smoothed over
three Carrington rotations to reduce the short-term fluctua-
tions. Similar to Fig. 5, we divided the CMEs by their speed
and width. The second, third and fourth columns are for
narrow (W≤30◦), intermediate-width (30◦≤W<120◦), and
wide (W>120◦) CMEs, respectively, and the middle and bot-
tom lines for slow (V ≤300 km/s) and fast (V >1000 km/s)
CMEs, respectively.

The occurrence rates of all CMEs listed in CDAW and
CACTus are shown in Fig. 6a. The rate of CACTus CMEs
closely follows the sunspot number, but the CDAW rate does
not. The discrepancy is much clearer in the rate of narrow
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Fig. 6. Daily CME rate as a function of time. Red and blue lines are for the CDAW and CACTus catalogs, respectively (left scale). Black
lines are smoothed monthly sunspot number (right scale) for the reference of the solar cycle.

CMEs (Fig. 6b) and slow, narrow CMEs (Fig. 6f). The num-
ber of narrow CMEs listed in the CDAW catalog keeps in-
creasing even during the declining phase. The CDAW ob-
servers have labeled the quality of the “tracking feature” of
a CME as belonging to one of the following six categories:
excellent, good, typical, fair, poor, and unable to measure
(Yashiro et al., 2004). During 2000–2002, 50% of the CDAW
CMEs are labeled as “poor” or “very poor” while the rate is
90% for 2006. It is reasonable to think that the CDAW cat-
alog might have missed many faint CMEs (poor, very poor)
during the solar maximum. In Fig. 6d we have shown the oc-
currence rates of wide CMEs (W>120◦) listed in the CDAW
and CACTus catalogs. Their solar cycle variations are very
similar over the whole of the cycle. Overall it appears that
both the rates follow the sunspot number, but there are some
excesses during the declining phase (2003–2006). The ex-
cesses were caused by the existence of the super active re-

gions (Gopalswamy et al., 2006). Figure 6l shows the occur-
rence rate of fast and wide CMEs (V >1000 km/s;W>120◦).
The rates from CDAW and CACTus are very similar and do
not follow the sunspot number. Figure 7 is a larger version
of Fig. 6l with occurrence rate of X-class flares (green shade)
for additional reference. Again, the rate of X-class flares
does not follow the sunspot number, and many peaks are well
correlated with that of fast and wide CMEs. Any correlation
of X-class flares with the smoothed sunspot number is over-
whelmed by two intense periods of X-class flare activity in
the declining phase of the solar cycle.

6 Summary and conclusions

We compared the statistical properties of CMEs listed in the
CDAW (manual) and CACTus (automatic) catalogs. Both
catalogs have a good agreement on wide CMEs (W>120◦)
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Fig. 7. Daily rate of fast wide CMEs and X-class flares. Red and
blue lines are for the CDAW and CACTus catalogs, respectively,
and Green shade is for the X-class flares (left scale). Black lines are
smoothed monthly sunspot number (right scale) for the reference of
the solar cycle.

in their properties: the speed distribution (Fig. 3c and d) and
the solar cycle variations of the occurrence rate (Fig. 6d).
The major discrepancies between the two catalogs are:

1. Identification of the narrow CMEs (W≤30◦; Fig. 2c).
CACTus has 10 796 narrow CMEs from April 1997 to
December 2006, while CDAW has only 3982 during the
same period. By event-by-event visual examinations of
a sample of events, we estimated that the CDAW catalog
might have missed 1000–2300 narrow CMEs, while the
CACTus catalog lists 3800 false events. In terms of the
solar cycle variation of the CME rate (Fig. 6b), CACTus
follows the sunspot number but CDAW does not, indi-
cating that CDAW might have missed some CMEs dur-
ing the maximum phase. However, the CME rate need
not closely follow the sunspot cycle, because CMEs
also originate from non-sunspot regions especially dur-
ing solar maximum from polar crown filaments (Gopal-
swamy et al., 2003a, b).

2. Identification of fast CMEs (V >1000 km/s; Fig. 2b).
During the study period, CDAW has 494 fast CMEs,
while CACTus has 2655. Discrepancies are also found
in the width and location distributions: Most of the fast
CMEs in the CDAW catalog have large angular widths
while those in CACTus are narrow (Fig. 4d). The fast
CDAW CMEs are mainly located at low latitudes, i.e.
the active region belt, while the fast CACTus CMEs
originate from all latitudes (Fig. 5c). By the event-
by-event visual examinations of a sample of events, we
found that only 6% of the fast CACTus CMEs are truly
fast: therefore the distributions of fast CACTus CMEs
are unreliable.

Obviously both CDAW and CACTus catalogs have some
problems. The CDAW catalog must have missed some nar-
row CMEs during the period before year 2004 as evidenced
by the increase in 2005.
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